
2017-08-10 A&AI Weekly Meeting notes

Date

03 Aug 2017

Attendees

James Forsyth
Rich Tabedzki
Steven Blimkie
Tian Lee
Abinash Vishwakarma
Adrian Slavkovsky
Dileep Ranganathan
Zi Li
Sreenivasa Reddy
Wang Rui

Goals

Status of JIRA issues
Review M2 milestones

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

CSIT 
Function
al Testing

James 
Forsyth

Need a plan for developing a CSIT test case

Sonar 
coverage

Need to increase our Sonar code coverage

Licensing Level set on license policy for ONAP A&AI

Dev best 
practices

Don't break the build, if you do, fix it. The single "master" branch is making it difficult to develop directly on the branch. Features with 
multiple people doing develop, it is difficult to work off a single branch. Consider using gerrit drafts, #1 priority is to make the verify job 
good enough to give the developer confidence that the build is not, in fact, broken.

Until the release branch is cut for Amsterdam, how does Beijing work proceed - raise Q with onap-discuss list for community feedback.

ESR New repos are in place,  has what she needs to proceed with import of ESRZi Li

Septemb
er ONAP 
Dev F2F

Not sure who will represent A&AI in person, no one from the call is planning to attend. If any team members have issues to discuss, 
please post to this page: September 26-28 Topics

Action items

From last week:

Steve Blimkie to engage Manisha/Harish with respect to the status of the proposed schema changes which are currently under review 
for MultiCloud

Steve Blimkie to raise issue of documenting V1.0=>v1.1 API changes with Manisha/Harish

 

 This week:

Functional test in verify job:   will look into it(20170818: update:  Michael O'Brien - (deprecated as of 20170508) - use obrienlabs

 ),   will consult  -   AAI-189 AAI Deployment Integration Jenkins job using OOM-K8S - to validate branch CLOSED James Forsyth

AT&T resources for suggestions

AAI-58 CSIT Test case.  Coverage: 1) aai/resources 2) aai/traversal 3) aai/data-router 4) aai/search-service.    will write 4 James Forsyth
stories under epic AAI-58, and look for team members to pick them up.  Look to re-use the vFw robot framework test case as A&AI first 
test case

Sonar coverage:   will write a new epic and add stories specific to the various microservices James Forsyth

James Forsyth look at the license story for deprecated aai-service
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